Caught In The Middle

RULES: IDPA  | COURSE DESIGNER: Lin Edwards

START POSITION: At P1, hands at sides.

SCENARIO: You are taking a shortcut thru the park trying to get home before it gets dark, when you walk into a confrontation between rival gang members just as gunfire erupts. Apparently both sides consider you a threat as they all shoot at you.

STAGE PROCEDURE: From cover at P2 engage all threat targets in Tactical Priority, steel until it falls and paper with 3 rounds each. PP1 must be engaged from left side of cover and PP2 must be engaged from right side of cover. PP1 will activate T1 and PP2 will activate T3.

SCORING: Vickers Count
RD COUNT: 14 minimum
TARGETS: 4 IDPA, 1NT, 2PP
TARGET DISTANCE: 4-11 yards
SCORED HITS: Best 3 on paper, steel must fall.
START-STOP: Audible – Last shot
PENALTIES: As per IDPA rules
CONCEALED CARRY: Required
SPECIAL NOTES:

Stage 2
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